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5ummary

To develop a distance protection it is necessary to test its functionality in electrical systems.
To test the hardware of the distance protection the static behaviour is examined by the test
appliance üMICRüN. For testing the dynamic behaviour also the simulation program
Electro Magnetic Transient Program (EMTP) is used. With this program transient voltages
and currents for different fault situations like the electrical arc can be calculated.

For testing the static and the dynamic behaviour of the distance protection the respond after
a fault inception and determination of the fault location will be observed. The results are:

Statie test
• In the starting unit there is equivocality in the setting voltage dependency.
• For several earth factors the time-impedance characteristic has a maximum deviation

ofSO %.
• If the setting of the border in zone 1 is 0.1 n the maximum deviation of the border in

this zone is 2.8 n.

Dynamic test
• The DC-component has no influences on the behaviour of the distance protection
• During saturation of the current transformer or during an electrical arc at the fault

location the distance protection locates the fault further on.

With these results it can be concluded that for several earth factors and settings of the zones
the deviation of determining the impedance does not comply with the requirements of 2%.
Transients caused by saturation of the current transformer and the electrical arc tends to
determine the fault location further on.

The development of the distance protection is still in process and therefore the next points
are recommendable:

• Use equivalency in the setting of voltage dependency.
• Execute the entire test procedure for the latest hardware of the distance protection.

An important point of attention is comparing the deviations above with test results
of the latest hardware.

• Extend the test by examining the auto reclosing of the distance protection.
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Testing of a distance protection system

1 Introduction

The working group transient analyse of the department EVT has drawn up a specification to
develop a distance protection. The distance protection must be able to function in medium
voltage systems with different neutral point earthing.

To guarantee the functionality of the distance protection the static and dynamic behaviour of
the distance protection should be tested for different system fault conditions.

To test the hardware of the distance protection the static behaviour is examined by the test
appliance üMICRüN. For testing the dynamic behaviour also the simulation program
Electro Magnetic Transient Program (EMTP) is used. With this program transient voltages
and currents for different fault situations like the electrical arc can be calculated.

In chapter 2 the principle of the distance protection is set out. The accent is put on the
principle of the starting unit for detecting the system fault and the measuring unit to
calculate the fault impedance and also the direction.

Chapter 3 examines three special fault situations in the system where the distance protection
may not locate the fault location properly. The accent is put on the transients at the fault
location, caused by these three fault situations.

In the chapters 4 and 5 the static and the dynamic behaviour of the distance protection will
be tested. In both cases the determination of the fault location and the programme of
isolating the faulted line will be observed.

Introduction -4-
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2 Principle of distance protection

To perform the main and back-up protection without communication connections mostly
the distance protection is used. When a fault occurs on a transmission line, it is necessary to
detect the location of the fault in order to trip circuit-breakers at each end of the faulted line
section, and thus isolate that section from the power system. The fault location can be
determined by measuring the impedance of the faulted conductors between the protection
location and the fault. This impedance is namely directly proportional to the corresponding
'distance' from protection location to fault location. The region where the fault occurs in the
same line connection as the protection location is called the protection zone. The region
outside the far-end of the line-connection, passing the substation, is then called the back-up
zone. Figure 2.1 shows the principle operation of the distance protection.

u

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I

I

I

I

Starting unit I

I

I

I

I

I
I Measuring

1------- -----~------

1

1 Phase selectien unit
I

I U I
I

I

I

I

Timing unit I Impedance unit Directien unit
I

I

I------ ----------- - -

.I Tripping unit L
l I

Trip-cemmand

Figure 2.1 Bloek-diagram of the principle operation of distance protection

As soon as a fault occurs, the starting unit has to respond and it will start the timing unit and
the phase-selection unit. The phase-selection unit provides the impedance unit the
appropriate currents and voltages. Then the measurement quantities are used by the
impedance unit to determine the impedance between the protection location and the fault
and by the direction unit to determine the direction of the energyflow.

-5-
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Finally in the tripping unit the results of all units are combined and, depending on the
distance and the direction, it generates a trip comrnand to the circuit-breaker. The tripping
depends on the fault place. If the fault is not far away, within the so-called protection zone,
the Tripping time will be fast. Faults passing the protection zone will be covered by the
back-up protection and the tripping will be delayed.

In the following the starting and measuring unit will he explained in detail.

2.1 Storting unit

The starting unit has to detect which phase(s) is (are) affected during a system fault. For
cases, where the fault current does not exceed the load current, for instance in case of back
up protection the starting unit has also to generate appropriate signais. In this case it is
necessary to have a voltage dependency. In figure 2.2 the so-called overcurrent starting
functions with voltage dependency is illustrated.

UIU"

t

IF> '> __ 111"

Figure 2.2 Overcurrent with voltage dependency

If the current is between IF> and I> the starting function will only be activated, if the voltage
is below UF<. Only in the case that the current is higher than I> there will be no voltage
dependency. The logical diagram with voltage dependency is given in figure 2.3.

-6-
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Figure 2.3 Logical diagram of on overcurrent with voltage dependency storting unit

The rneasured quantities of the phase current and voltage are lu, IL2 ,lw and U u , UL2,UL3,

The quantities UU2' UL23 and UWI are used to measure the voltage between the
corresponding two phases.

START-R (I» generates a starting signal when in phase R the current exceeds the value 1>.
All the starting signal in the phases shall generate a GEN-START signa!. When the earth
current exceeds the value IE>, the option IE> is foreseen to generate a GEN-START.

With using of the option LO, a low-ohmic earthed system, it generates a start signal in the
corresponding phases if the phase voltage is lower than UF<. In case of option ISO, a
petersen-coil or a ungrounded systern, it generates a start signal if the line voltage is lower
than UF<,

The General-start has the following Boole's -Algebra:

GEN - START = START - R VSTART - S VSTART - T V h> IOPT/ON h> J

- 7 -
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The expressions to perform a start signal in phase Rare:

PHASE-R = START-R(L)
V (/F>R A/F>S A UF<RS)

V (/F>T A/F>R A UF<TR)

V (UF<R A fOPT/ON LO] Ah»

V (UF<RS A fOPT/ON ISO] A/E»

V (UF<TR A fOPT/ON ISO] Ah»

Thereby is y the or-operator, A the and-operator and IE> the earth current.

The earth current which is necessary to detect earth faults is formed by the sum of all the
phase currents:

IE = Iu + k + Iu
The next unit is the measuring unit. It contains the phase selection unit, the impedance unit,
and the direction unit, so it has a big influence on the performance of the distance protection.

2.2 Measuring unit

When the starting unit has detected in which phase(s) a system fault occurs, the phase
selection unit will connect the measuring unit to the appropriate voltage(s) and current(s).
Then the impedance unit will be in position from the measured voltage and current
quantities to determine the fault impedance.

The selection of the two measurement quantities will be made by the phase-selection unit.
The impedance unit contains the algorithm to ca1culate the impedance and also the
direction. Depending on the result of the impedance ca1culation the tripping unit generates a
tripping signal for the circuit-breaker.

2.2.1 Measuring double faults

If a fault occurs between two or three phases the impedance unit has to measure between
two phases. If a ground fault occurs it has to measure between phase and earth. These two
cases will be illustrated for several double-phase faults.

To show the differences between the selected measurement quantities the following
situations will be worked out:

double-phase fault to earth

phase to phase fault

double-phase fault to earth at different places (cross country)

double-phase fault to earth with crossing resistance

-8-
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The conclusions will be presented at the end of the illustrations. To determine the fault
irnpedance the theory of syrnrnetrical components is used where possible. The principles of
the syrnrnetrical cornponents are described in appendix A.

• Double-phase fault to earth

I
z.

z.

._---
Dis!ance relay

--+ Ir : !.Er:

A simple presentation for a double fault to earth is shown in the next figure. In this case it is
assurned that the fault is between the phases S en T.

Souree Z.

Figure 2.4 Double-phase fault te earth

Thereby is:

Zs :source irnpedance

Ze :impedance to earth

IR :current in phase R

Z :line irnpedance

D'R :voltage on the protection location in phase R

OR :voltage on fault location in phase R

The conditions of a double-phase fault to earth at fault location are:

Ils = UT = 0
lR = 0

(2.1)

Using the syrnrnetrical components:

Ils = dUI +aU2 +1k
UT = aUJ +dJL +1k

lR = lJ + l2 + Io
(2.2)

Where UIl Uz, U OI 11' hand 10 are the component voltages and currents with normal, inverse
and zero quantities denoted by subscripts 1,2 and 0 respectively.

-9-
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Combining (2.1) and (2.2) the next equations results in the component values of the voltages
en currents at fault location:

aZUJ + aUz + !l..o = aU/ + aZUz +~
aZUJ + aUz =aU] + aZUz
(aZ - a)UJ = (aZ - a)Uz

UJ := Uz

(2.3)

UJ = Uz = ll..o
D+lz+ln=O

According to the two equations above the normal, inverse and the zero network must be
connected parallel. In figure 2.5 this connection is illustrated.

Inverse network

Normal network

Zero network

~-:-i __
I I
I I

~, 'b I, I I

cr:r--u
l~~C:' __

Figure 2.5 Component-network double-phase fault to earth

The component values of the voltage on the protection location are:

u/ = U/ + l/ZJ

Uz = Uz + LZz
Ik = ll..o + Ik

The distance protection measures the voltages U'R' U's en U'T- This stands for:

!LR = U,+IL+1LJ
1l.s =etu /+ aIlz + !l...n
UT =aU / +etIlz + !l...n

Principle of distance protection

(2.4)

(2.5)

- 10-
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Now the possibilities of measuring depending on the sort of fault will be discussed.

measuring between the two phases

To determine the impedance between two phases the measuring unit uses the difference
between the voltages and currents of the disturbed phases. In this case the voltages are U's
en U'T' It is assumed that the normal impedance ~1 is equal to the inverse impedance ~2' By
using the equations (2.4) and (2.5) the component values can be obtained as follows:

1l.s - O'r = (a2- a)(U, + Lb.,) + (a2 - a)(U2+ l2b./) + 1l..o-1l..o
1l.s - O'r = (a2 - a)(U, - U2) + (a2 - a)(IZ, -IZ,) (2.6)

Il.s - O'r = Zla2 - a)(D -12)

The distance protection measures the currents !R' !s en h. This stands for:

IR=L+12+1o
Is =a2l/ + al2 + 10
Ir =aL + a

2l2 + 10

Dividing the voltage by the current:

Il..s - !Lr - z
- /ls -lr -

Measuring between two phases provides the correct fault impedance.

measuring between phase and earth

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

The distance protection measures only the impedance in for example phase S, so it measures
U's and!,s. U's can be determined by using the equations (2.1, 2.2 and 2.5).

1l.s = a2 0', + alL + ll..n
1l.s = a2(U, + Lb.,) + a(U2+ 12b.) + lb + Ik (2.10)

1l.s =a2U, + aU2+ alb + a21,Z} + aI2b., + LZo

Taking into consideration that the voltage at fault location 1Is = 0, a2+a+l=0 and U1=U2=UO
the equation can be transferred in the following.

(2.11)

- 11 -
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Combined with the sum of the currents:

lR + L + lT = IJ = 3 * In

the impedance can be determined by the following equations:

1ls = Zla2 D+ al2) + Lk
Jls = Zla2 l 1 + al2 + ~) + In(Zo - ZI)

, ~, Zo-ZI
!l..s = ZIL + L!- ( 3 )

, ", Zo - ZIILs = ZiL + L!- ( 3Z ))
_I

Zo-ZI
with earth factor k =( 3Z- )

1ls =ZiL + kLJ)

z- Il.s
-I - Is + kLi

To estimate the impedance it is necessary to correct the current by earth factor k.

• Phase to phase fault

(2.11)

(2.12)

A simple presentation for a phase to phase fault is shown in the next figure. Also in this fault
situation it is assumed that the fault occurs between the phases S en T, but in this case
without connection to earth.

- - - .-,
-1. :!.La:

- IT : !lT:

Distance relay

!l..

r---1-

Figure 2.6 Phase ta phase fault

The conditions at fault location are:

(2.13)

- 12 -
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The calculations are almost the same as for double-phase faults to earth, but in this situation
the zero-network is not included. Only the important steps of the symmetrical components

.wiH be shown.

z.,l.s,

~~~~!--
1 I
1 1
I I

I 1
1
I
1
1
1

'-------------- - - - - _,

Normal network

Inverse network

Figure 2.7 Component-netwerk Double-phase fault

Now the possibilities of measuring depending on the sort of fault will be discussed.

measuring between the two phases

(2.14)

To determine the impedance between two phases the measuring unit uses the difference
between the voltages and currents of the disturbed phases. In this case the voltages are U's
en UT' It is assumed that Zl = Zz.

Ils - U'T= (a 2
- a)(UI + elI) + (a 2

- a)(U2 + lZI)

Ils - U'T= (a 2
- a)(UI - U2) + (a 2

- a)(lZI -lZI)

Ils - U'T= Zla2
- a)(D -l)

The distance protection measures the currents IR' 15 en h. This stands for:

lR = II + l2
Is = a

2L + al2
IT = all + a212

(2.15)

(2.16)

Dividing the voltage by the current:

Ils- IlT_
2- IIs -IT -

(2.17)

Measuring between two disturbed phases provides the correct fault impedance.

- 13 -
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measuring between phase and earth

In this case no fault current related to the fault location occurs. Therefore it is not correct to
measure the voltage and current between phase and earth.

• Double-phase fault to earth at different places (cross-country)

This kind of faults occurs mostly in systems without earthing or with earth fault
compensation. In case of a one-phase fault the fault current may be very smal!, but the
voltages of the non-disturbed phases will be increased till the value of the line voltage. Due
to the higher voltages in the non-disturbed phases an one-phase fault may be occurred in an
other place.

A simple presentation for a double fault to earth at different places is shown in the next
figure. In this case it is assurned that the fault occurs between the phases S en T.

z.

z. Zv

1

-Ir : J.l:T:

'-----,
Dislance relay

z. UT

Figure 2.8 Double-phase fault to earth at different places (cross-country)

Thereby is:

z'v :extra impedance caused by the fault at the other place in phase S

ZE :earth impedance between two faults

To examine the two possibilities of measuring it's very complex to use syrnrnetrical compo
nents. To explain the impedance calculation principally a simpIe electrical network is used.

- 14-
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measuring between the two phases

To illustrate the measuring fault in case of a cross country the next equivalent circuit is used.
_ Is Z

Z

Figure 2.9 Equivalent circuit cross-country

To calculate the impeàance the next voltage and l:llttënt are essential;

ls = -fT = I
f,lr;- UT = U

The total impedance can be expressed as:
U

2Z'+Z'v+ Z'E= I

(2.18)

(2.19)

When determining the impedance between the phases the measuring unit calculates the
differences of the voltage and current between the disturbed phases.

Il.s - UT
2Z+Z'E+ZV= I

Z = Il.s - llT _ ZE _ Zv (2.20)
- 21 2 2

lls - Ur ZE Zvz= ----- Is -lr 2 2
Il.s - Ur ZE Zv
Is-lr =Z'+ 2 + T

The distance protection ca1culates not only the line-impedance Zv but also half of the extra
line impedance Zv and earth impedance ZE' The distance protection may detect the fault in
the backup protection zone instead of the protection zone and generates a delayed Tripping
time. That means that the distance protection isolates the faulted circuit with such delay that
the system could be damaged by the existence of a high short-eircuit current in case of two
one-phase faults to earth.

- 15-
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measuring between phase and earth

To take this extra impedance into account the earth current has to be corrected by the earth
factor. This is only possible when measuring between phase and earth which has already
been discussed.

• Double-phase fault to earth with crossing-resistance

To examine the influence of a crossing-resistance Rf the important steps of the symmetrical
components will be shown. A simple presentation for a double fault to earth with crossing
resistance is shown in the next figure. Also in this case it is assumed that the fault oceurs
between the phases S en T.

Souree

Distance relay

Figure 2.10 Double-phase fault to earth with crossing-resistance

The conditions are:

1ls = UT = (Is + Lr) *Rf
LR = 0

(2.21)

Using the symmetrical components of equation (2.2) the conditions of the component values
on the fault location are:

U, =U2

I, + I 2 + L =0

The total earth current is (using equation 2.7):

LR + Is + Lr =3 *L

(2.22)

(2.23)

The zero-voltage Uo at the fault place can be obtained by using the equations (2.2), (2.21) and
(2.23). The equation a2+a=-1 is used.

1ls =a2U, + alL + Ik =3LRt
(a 2 + ajU, + Ik =3LRt (2.24)

Ik =3LRt+ U,

- 16-
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To calculate the zero-voltage Ua at the distance protection equation (2.4) is used.

Il.o =Ilo + Ik
1l..o = UI + 3f.oRf + LZo
U'o = UI + LlZo + 3Rf )

The equivalent circuit for this double-phase fault to earth is given in figure 2.11.

(2.25)

Normal network

Inverse network

Zero network

~L:L:i__
I I
I I

Zs, b !, I I

I

CJ LJ -----: I

~~ ll'~!
I I

- - -1- -I

I I

3~·r:L:ï' __i
Figure 2.11 Component-network double-phase fault to earth with crossing-resistance

Now the possibilities of measuring depending on the sart of fault will be discussed.

measuring between the two phases

By measuring between the two phases the zero-component does not participate. So in this
case the crossing-resistance has no influence. For details about determining the impedance
see the system fault double phase to earth.

measuring between phase and earth

Comparing with the double-phase fault to earth an extra impedance must be taken into
account. When using the same steps as in equations (2.10) and (2.11) the voltage at the
protection location can be determined.

Il.s =a2 1}ZI + al~1 + LlZ + 3Rf ) (2.26)

- 17 -
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IZ..s = Zla2L + a12) + li'k + 3Rf )

IZ..s =Zla211 + al2 + k) + k('k - ZI + 3~)

, 'k - ZI
Il....s = Zls +Il ( 3 + Rf)

, 'k - ZI Rf
!ls = Zlls +Il ( 32 + Z))

_I _I

Ils = Zlls + (k + i )II )
_I

To estimate the impedance

Ils2/=-------- R
Is + (k + f) 'LI

_1

(2.27)

(2.28)

the current has to be corrected by the earth factor k and by a factor which includes the
crossing-resistance. For this reason the R-X plane of the protection zone or back-up zone is
not just a line but contains a certain area with a reasonable reserve for the high-ohmic
crossing resistance Rf.

• Conclusion measurements

The next table gives a short result of determining the impedance at double-phase faults.

Table 3.1 Conclusions measuring double-phase faults
Situation Measurement

phase-phase phase-earth

Double-phase fault to earth ok ok

Phase to phase fault ok not possible

Double-phase fault to earth at different places (cross-country) not ok ok

Double-phase fault to earth with crossing resistance ok ok

With this table the function of the phase selection unit will be explained.

2.2.2 Phase selection unit

Depending on the starting signaIs of the starting unit the phase selection unit connects the
appropriate voltage(s) and current(s) for determining the impedance between phase and
earth or between two phases.

The function of the phase-selection unit is to choose phase to phase or phase to earth
measurement. During a double-phase fault to earth (with or without crossing resistance)
both choices are possible, but the unit chooses phase-earth measurement. In case of phase to
phase fault there is no earth current so only measuring phase-phase is possible.

- 18 -
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A cross-country fault is a case which mostly occurs in a petersen-coil or a ungrounded
system. The starting unit should detect undervoltage in both disturbed phases by measuring
the line voltage. When the earth current exceeds a certain value in accordance with the
logical diagram in figure 2.3 the starting unit will as programmed generate a starting signaI
for the disturbed phases and for earth. The phase-selection unit translates this into phase
earth measurement. Now it takes the extra line impedance and earth impedance into
account by correcting the earth current.

In a petersen-coil or a ungrounded system it is allowed to keep one-phase fault in system.
The voltage to neutral is shifted up with the phase voltage but the fault current will be very
smalI. Mostly for overhead lines, where often one-phase faults occurs, this system type is
used.

To select the faulted circuit there are different facilities to be programmed:

• Normal acycle (L3 before Ll before L2)

• Normal acycle (Ll before L2 before L3 before Ll)

• Inverse acycle (Ll before L3 before L2)

• Inverse acycle (Ll before L2 before L3 before Ll)

In appendix B the output of the starting unit for all kind of faults and the corresponding
phase selections are shown. In the next paragraph the impedance unit which calculates the
fault impedance from protection location to the fault location and its direction will be
described.

2.2.3 Impedance unit

The impedance unit ca1culates the impedance by using the voltage(s) and current(s) of the
phase selection unit.The impedance between two phases can be determined by using:

Z(L _ L) = !l(L - L)
- leL - L)

Here is Z(L-L) the impedance between the phases, U(L-L) and !(L-L) the voltage and current.
If a earth fault appears the calculation is as follows:

U(L - E)
liL - E) = HL -E) + klE

Here is Z(L-E) the impedance between phase and earth, U(L-E) and !(L-E) the voltage and
current in the corresponding phase. As mentioned before it is necessary to make a correction
with the earth factor 1, which value is complex. To calculate the impedance the values of te
voltage and the currents must be split into real and imaginary part. This will be illustrated
for an fault between the phases S en T.

- 19-
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Voltage Uz for phase fault between S and T:

Re{UJ =Re{~} - Re{UT}
Im{Uz} = Im{~} - Im{UT}

Current!z for phase fault between S and T:

Re{lz} = Re{ls} - Re{lT}
Im{lz} = Im{ls} - Im{IT}

The algorithm for the signaI processing is calIed Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT) and
with this algorithm the real- and imaginary part of the signal with fundamental frequency
can be ca1culated. The equation for processing a current signal for instance will be as
follows.

The real and imaginary part:

2 n
-

1 k2
Re{l} =-Lik cos(~)

n k=o n

After adjusting the appropriate values of the voltage(s) and current(s) according to the sort
of system fault the resistance and reactance can be calculated as follows:

Re{UJ Re{lz} + Im{Uz} Im{lJ
R = (ReUz}j2 + (ImUz}j2

x = Im{llz} Re{lz} + Re{Uz} Im{lJ
(ReUz})2 + (Im{lz}j2

From the corresponding currents and voltages the direction unit determines the angle which
is a criterion for the direction of the energyflow.

After calculating the fault impedance the distance protection compares it with an established
tripping characteristic of the protection zone. If the calculated fault impedance is inside the
R-X plane of the protection zone the distance protection should put out the line fast. If the
ca1culated impedance is outside the R-X plane of the protection zone the fault is located in
the back-up zone and the distance protection should put out the line with delay.
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2.2.4 Tripping unit

To represent the impedance of the protection or backup-protection zone mostly the next
polygon tripping characteristic on a R-X plane in figure 2.12 is used.

The crossing resistance at the fault location has generally an effect that reduces the effective
reach of the measuring unit. The apparent fault location may be outside the protection zone
and the distance protection underreaches. The polygon characteristic has for this case a
reasonable reserve for system faults with high-ohmic crossing resistance Rf.

jX

As R

pol gon

Figure 2.12 Tripping characteristic of the distance protection

Xs and Rs are the setting value of the first quadrant. The value of Xs is given by the line
impedance ZL with the line angle CPL' In the second and fourth quadrant the polygonal
tripping characteristic can be limited by adjusting the parameter 31 and 3z. Totally there are
five impedance setting zones available of which the first one is the protection zone.

To determine in which direction (forward or backward) the system fault occurs the distance
protection has to measure the direction of the energyflow. By using phase displacement
between the selected voltage and current quantities the direction unit will be able to detect
the direction of the fauIt. The direction line is fixed through second and fourth quadrant in
order to cope also other special fauIt conditions like current transformer saturation.

When the starting unit detects a fauIt it generates a General-start to the timing unit and the
impedance unit begins to calculate the impedance. Depending on the result of the
ca1culation it makes the decision in which zone the fault occurs. The time between fault
inception and the decision where the fault occurs is called the Tripping time. When in figure
2.13 the fauIt occurs between zone 1 (Z1) and zone 2 (22) the starting unit will generate a
Tripping time in tz.
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r
t 15 ----

--14 - - - - - - - - - - -

13 - - - - - - - ---.----------l

I

z-
Figure 2.13 Time-Impedance characteristic

The Tripping time has five time-intervals and three of these intervals are depending on the
impedance. The Tripping time t4 and ts are independent of the impedance and ts is also
independent of the direction.
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3 Performance of distance
special-faul-t conditions

protection at

In fault situations the distance protection system has to determine the impedance between
the protection location and the fault location correctly. The estimated fault impedance is
based on normal sinusoidal values of the voltages and currents. There are situations in
which the voltages or the currents are not sinusoidal. In this case the distance protection
may have difficulty to deterrnine the correct distance of the fault. This chapter describes
three examples of such fault situations.

• Current with DC-component

• Saturation of current transformers

• Effect of electrical arc

3.1 Current with OC-component

This phenomenon occurs mostly during the initial stage of the short-circuit in the system.
The current is unsymmetrical in respect of the zero line, that means the current contains an
decaying component of De. A genera1form to express the short-circuit current ik(t) in a one
phase L-R circuit is:

/'-.

idt) = U
n [COS(wt + 'V - CPk) - exp{-!...-}COS('V - CPk)] (3.1)

,JRI + w2U 'tk

Thereby is:

the sustained operating current neglected

Ûn the maximum voltage of the source

Rkand Lk the resistance and inductance of the fault impedance

'P the angle at fault inception (-Tt/2 ~ '" ~ Tt/2)

Cj>k the phase angle between the voltage and the steady state short-eircuit current:

(IDLk)CPk = arctan R:-

'tk the time constant of the LR-network
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Further study of equation (3.1) gives the next situations:

• '1'- cp" = ±:Tt/2. The DC-component is equal to zero and the current goes over to the
steady state. In this case the zero passage of the short-eircuit current is at the same
moment as the fault inception.

• 'I' = ±::1t/2, cp" random. In this situation the maximum short-circuit current has the
biggest value. Now the zero passage of the voltage is at the same time as the fault
inception.

The exponential term in equation (3.1) corresponds with the DC-component. The steady
state short-circuit current flows when the time t is infinite. In the next figure an example of a
short-circuit current with DC-eomponent ('t,,=10 ms) is shown.

'0

-6

De-component f\, ,
f\,

f\,
f\ (\ f\ f\ f\,

,
"-

"-, , ' .,.- - ,~ '-, , , -, , - - - -, ,, ' ,,1 , ,
..... or ,

" ,
Angle at \

, ,
, ,

:faun inception, \
,

, , , '. .
V

V V V V V V

Ct :20 40 oe> BO ., 0<> ., 20 ., 40 .., Eta .., sC>
.. [....",...._J

Figure 3.1 Short-circuit current with De-component

A short-eircuit current with DC-component can bring on the current transformer in
saturation. In the next paragraph this behaviour of the current transformer will be discussed
in detail.

3.2 Saturation of current transformers

Fault currents with high amplitudes can set the current transformer (CT) in saturation.
Especially when the current contains a DC-eomponent with a certain time constant. To
simulate this kind of fault ElectroMagnetic Transient Program (EMTP) is used. With TACS, a
facility of EMTP, a simulation model to test the performance of the CT can be constructed.
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Saturation:

The maximum appearance Qf the flux per winding of the CT is: lPm := 2lPl + lPr' withlPl is the
normal sweep of the flux, and lPr the residual flux. At saturation the iron core picks up a
certain part lPs. The flux to be left is 2lPl + lPr - lPs; this flux flows in the air and through the
iron, which has an incremental relative permeability Jlr nearby to 1 during saturation. The
self-induction Lk is direct proportional to Jlr and will be very small during the saturation. It
is important to know that normally, without saturation, the value of Jlr is about 1000.

Before a simulation model of the CT is constructed a simple equivalent electrical circuit will
be made where the primary current and voltage are transferred to the secondary side of the
CT.

i'l, u'l' i2, u2

im

Figure 3.2 Equivalent circuit of a current transformer

: primary current and voltage, secondary current and voltage

: magnetizing current

: loss secondary winding and burden

: coupling-winding, reactance

To demonstrate the effect of saturation the next specifications of a CT are used:

Current ratio: 1000/1

Type: 5PlO, where: 5%: inaccuracy at saturation condition

n:=10 (overcurrent-factor)

Sn:=20VA, iN =lA

The loss of the secondary winding and the nominal burden can be determined as follows:

(3.2)
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With this given the maximal double sweep of the flux can be calculated. Integrating from
one zero-passage to the next zero-passage (half-period of the sinus):

2<I>'aI =nlN(R2 + RN)S;l2sin(mt) dt

<I>sal = nlN(R2 + RN)
m

<I> 10 *.J2 * 1(0.2 + 20) =0909 v:
sal = 314.16 . s

Where:

IN is peak value nominal current of CT

C\lsat is the maximaI flux before saturation occurs

(3.3)

The magnetizing current at point of saturation is equal to the inaccuracy in the range of
overcurrent:

100 A

O.SA

Double swe p of the flux

-100 A

Figure 3.3 Characteristic flux and current due to the iron care

(3.4)

Figure 3.3 shows the behaviour of the iron core with consideration of the saturation effect.
This characteristic is implemented in the CT-model.
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By TACS the electrical circuit can be translated into a simulation model to test the
performance of the current transformer. In figure 3.4 this model is drawn.

i') 12 u')

J
<I»

rf·- +x - - -R2+R N

-

im I
Figure 3.4 Simulation model current transformer by TACS

Explanatioit behaviour CT at saturation

According to figure 3.2 the magnetizing current im is direct proportional to the reactance Xk.

When there is no saturation the value of Xk is big and the current im is very low. But at
saturation the coupling reactance and thus the reactance Xk is low. Now the magnetizing
current is almost the same as the primary current i'l'

In figure 3.5 the primary i' l' the secondary i2 and the magnetizing current im are given.
During the time period tl-t2 the current i'1 is equal to i2 and the value of im is very smal!. At
moment t2 the CT saturates and im is going to reach the same value as i'1' At point t3 the
current im is equal to i'1 and i2 is zero. To increase or decrease im in period t2-t3 depends on
the slope in figure 3.3 and thus on the behaviour of the iron core. Because of the big
influence of the coupling reactance the current i2 has a phase displacement of 90° in respect
of i'1 and im . 50 the current i2 passes the zero-line nearly at the same time as the current im
and i't reaches their maximum.

During the period t3-t4 the current i't and im is decreasing and im has a neglectable phase
displacement. The current irn responds just after a alteration of i21 so in this period the
current im is bigger then i1' and causes a small negative value of i2.
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Figure 3.5 Effect saturation on secondary current -"2

At point t4 the current i\ and im are small and have reached just the point of saturation.
After t4 the CT is out of saturation, iO l passes the zero-line and the value of im will be very
smal!. The coupling reaetanee has no influence anymore, so the phase displacement of i2 and
i'1 is zero and i2 is almost equal to i°l'

In period t4-tS the values of the currents i\ and i2 are negative and according to figure 3.4 the
flux will decrease. From point ts the behaviour is the same as from tI' but due a certain value
of the flux at ts the saturation will start earlier. In point ts the saturation begins later which is
caused by the longer negative period (t6-t7) of the values iO l and i2.

Saturation of CT has it's effect on the current to be measured. In some situations the
measuring of the voltage at the the protection location can cause measuring problems. In the
next paragraph this will be initiated by describing the electrical arc.
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3.3 Electrical arc

Mostly a short-circuit in overhead lines is accompanied by an electrical arc which has a non
linear ohmical behaviour. To understand the process of an electrical arc a short explanation
will follow. After that the arc will be simulated by EMTP.

The steady state characteristic of the arc describes the dependenee of the arc-voltage on the
current. When the current changes slowly the physical processes can accomrnodate
imrnediately with the new circumstances and the voltage of the arc will follow the line like
in figure 3.6.

Arc voltago (V)

negative slape

Currenl (A)

Figure 3.6 Arc characteristic in steady state

The following points gives a short report of the energy flow during the existence of the arc:

• At the existing time of the arc the feed of electrical power to the arc is given by:

Pb=Ub*ib
• At the same time energy will be transported to the air by cooling-power Pk.

• The difference between both energies causes increasing or decreasing of the
temperature in the channel of the arc. The power-balance is:

d(b
Pb =H + {ft (3.6)

Thereby is <2b the intemal arc-energy. The temperature is directly proportional to

<2b.

In steady state situation the arc wants to keep the electrical power (ub.ib) equal to the more
or less constant cooling power Pk (ub ib=Pk). So by increasing the current the voltage will be
decreasing. That is the reason why in figure 3.6 the slope of the arc characteristic (du/di) is
negative.
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A 50 Hz sinusoidal current gives a simplified dynamic arc characteristic like figure 3.7.
u (kV)

nagetlva slope

/

60 ~oC) "150 200

-4

-200

-2f-----------".

o ------------------- ----------------------

-. I (A)

Figure 3.7 Simplitied dynamical characteristic ot an electrical arc

When the current is near to the zero-line the slope dildt is very high. In this case the arc
voltage become unstable and at current-zero the voltage will also be zero. After the
reignition the arc voltage will follow the steady state characteristic again. Due to the
hyperbolic character of the arc it can be assumed that the voltage is constant for a high value
of the current.

The electrical arc at the fault location causes an extra peak at the time that the current is
nearby the zero-line. The extra voltage which is shown in figure 5.4 by EMTP has a big
influence on the voltage at the protection location.

40

30

20

,
, ,

"0'

C>

- .. 0

-20

-30

-40'VIr-----------------
"S5 "70 "75 t [~_]

--- Electric arc at tault location
- - - - - - - - Voltage at protection location without electric arc
--- Electric arc protection location

Figure 5.4 Model electrical arc in EMTP

The voltage at protection location is a summation of the voltage without arc and the
electrical arc at fault location. Basically this extra voltage tends to expand the impedance
seen by the distance protection.
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In figure 5.4 it can be seen that the voltage of the electrical arc at fault location has an
ignition peak after passing the zero-line. Also after a half period of the arc there should be an
ignition peakagain but due to the maximum sample rate of 10.000 Hz of üMICRüN this has
been neglected. It is important to know that the sampling rate of the distance protection is
lower (1200 Hz) than the sample rate so this peak would be neglected anyway.
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4 Test of distance protection under steady
state condition

In this chapter the starting unit and the measuring unit are tested under steady state
conditions, so the voltages and the currents have no transients. The tests have been operated
with the equipment of üMICRüN. For details about the test equipment see appendix C.

The so-called regular test is the first test to be performed. It's a test just for one setting of the
distance protection but with several kind of system faults. The results are presented in detail.
The two most important units, the starting unit and the measuring unit will undergo this
test.

The second test is the 'complete test'. This means a test with using different settings of the
unit. The starting unit is tested for four different kind of starter characteristics. The
measuring unit is exarnined under several net conditions like earth factors. In the complete
test only the results will be given.

4.1 Setting regular test distance protection

Before starting the test in the next paragraph the regular setting of the distance protection is
shown.

• Un =100 V (line voltage)
In=lA

• UP =0.9 . Un =90V (line voltage)
=S1.96V (phase voltage)

1> =1 . In =1 A (phase)
IE=O.l·In=O.lA
IF = 0.5 . In = 0.5 A

• Earthing system or net type: Low-ohrnic
• Phase selection : normal acycle L3-Ll-L2
• Zone characteristic

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Dir. backup Non dir. backup

Parameter

set 1

R (Ohm) 5 10 20

X (Ohm) 5 10 20

öl (0) -27 -27 -27 -45

ö2 (0) 117 117 117 135

trip time (ms) 60 500 1000 1500 2000
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Oir. backup

jX

polygon

• Earth factor k

Parameter set

k 1.0
qllC (0) 0.0

4.2 Test storting unit

Non dir.backup

trip time 5

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

To test the starting unit the program section 'Starter Characteristics' of üMICRüN is used
(except for testing the system fault phase to phase). The 'starter characteristic shows for
which values of the voltages and currents the distance protection generates a General-start
(see chapter 2 for details). For testing the responding time of the General-start results can be
found at the regular test of the measuring unit.

The software automatically increases the value of the voltage(s) at the protection location
and carries out a single measurement after each step. Ouring a single measurement the
software runs through a specified range of the current and determines the exact
measurements for starting and release. The ratio of starting and release is calIed the resetting
ratio.

During the regular test and the complete test of the starting unit the ranges of the currents
and voltages are:

Current (phase) from 0 to 10.0 A (phase)

Voltage (phase) from 0 to 80.0 V (phase)

Because of missing the possibility to test the fault phase to phase with earth automatically
the program section 'Direct generator value setting' is used. The values of voltages and
currents must be increased step by step. In this case the measuring of the resetting ratio is
not possible.

To estimate the performance the measurements of üMICRüN are compared with the
requirements of the distance protection which are shown below. The conclusions of the
performance will followat the end of the paragraph.
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Requirements starting unit:
Toleranees Voltage and Current 5%,
for example the toleranees of UF is 90 . 0.05 =4.5 so absolute tolerance:

UF : 85.5 .. 94.5 V (line voltage)
For the currents the absolute tolerances are:

1> : 0.95 .. 1.05 A
IE: 0.095 .. 0.105 A
IF : 0.475 .. 0.525 A
Resetting ratio: 0.95 - 0.98

4.2.2 Regulor test of the storting unit

The unit will be tested for four type of faults:
• One phase : U, L2, 13
• Two phase : U-L2, L2-L3, 13-L1
• Three phase : U-L2-L3

For these faults there is na phase displacement between the voltage and the current, so the
angle of the fault impedance cp =0°. The starter characteristic of the one-phase fault and the
three-phase fault shows the phase voltage and current of the disturbed phase(s). In case of a
three-phase fault to compare the results with the requirements the voltage must be
multiplied with factor "3.

• One-phase fault

For one-phase fault with low-ohmic net-type only the next two conditions are valid (see
chapter two):

START - R (/»
UF<R AIOPT/ON LO] Ah>

The results of the test are shown in the next figure and tabIe. The characteristic shows the
phase voltage and current of the disturbed phase.

UlUn

t
UF< - - - - - ~

Ub=50V - - - r ,- ---..J

I

I
I

- - requirement

- maximum deviation

Ibl=O.12A

I~
I ll1n

Ib2=1.07A

Figure 4.1 Starter characteristic phase L1
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Thereby is:

Th1, Th2

Uh

: the real IF>, 1>, measured by OMICRON

: the real UF<, measured by OMICRON
Area V=O.O .. 50.0V V=50.5 .. 80.83V

Resetting ratio 0.91 0.94

Deviation current (%) IE> = 15.0 I> = 6.8

Deviation voltage (%) UF = -3.9 UF = -3.9

The distance protection has voltage dependency at ±50 V (UF). According to the setting
(UF=90V) the mistake of the distance protection is a factor -../3. With a maximum deviation of
15% the current does not comply with the requirement of 5% and also the resetting ratio
with 0.94 is not sufficient. It should be at least 0.95.

• Phase to phase fault

During this kind of fault the values of the voltages and currents on the protection location
will be increased manual. At a certain value of the voltage the current will be increased. It's
the same way as testing automatically.

For saving time the step of the current and voltage is not equal for the whole range. It is only
valid in that area where voltage dependency is suspected. In this example these area are
0.45A .. 0.55 A/85V .. 95V and 0.9 .. 1.1 A/85V .. 95V.

For a phase to phase fault with low-ohrnic net-type the next three conditions are valid:

START-R (/»
V (!F>R A!F>S A UF<RS)

V (!F>T A!F>R AUF<TR)

This type of fault is divided in phase to phase and double-phase to earth.

(4.2)

The results of the test are shown in the next figure and tabie. The graph shows the line
voltage of the two disturbed phases.

UlUn

t

Ub=90V = UF< I

I

I
I

Ibl=O.54A

- - requirement

- maximum deviation

I~
I lJ1n

Ib2=1.08

Figure 4.2 Starter characteristic phase Ll-L2
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Area V=O.O .. SO.OV V=SO.S .. BO.B3V

Deviation current (%) IF> = B.O I> =B.O

Deviation voltage (%) UF = < 0.56 UF = 0.56

With a maximum deviation of 8.0 the current does not comply with the requirements.

• Three-phase fault

For a three-phase fault with low-ohrnic net-type the next three conditions are valid:

START-R (/»
V (fF>R !l.fF>s !I. UF<RS)

V (fF>T !l.fF>R !I. UF<TR)

(4.3)

- - requirement

- maximum deviation

UF <
Ub=50V - --

The results of the test are shown in the next figure and tabie.
UlUn

t

Ib1=Ü.54A

I~
,_VIn

Ib2=1.07A

Figure 4.3 Starter characteristic phase Ll-L2-L3

Area V=O.O .. SO.OV V=50.S .. 80.83V

Resetting ratio 0.94 0.96

Deviatlon current (%) IF> = 6.8 I> =6.4

Devlation voltage (%) UF = ·3.9 UF = -3.9

With a deviation of 3.9% only the voltage UF complies with the requirements. The complete
test will continue this with different setting of the unit.
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4.2.3 Results complete test

To examine-the accuracy for every phase displacement between the voltageand the current
at the protection location the one-phase fault and three-phase fault are tested with different
angles of the fault impedance, cp =0 .. 360° step 30°.

The differences between the next settings and the regular setting are the values of the
voltages and currents, the two variabIe net types and the range of the angle of the fault
impedance.

Setting number one/two

Setting number three/four

UF = 0.9 . Un = 90V (line voltage)

= 51.96V (phase voltage)

I> = 1 . In = 1 A (phase)

IE = 0.1· In =0.1 A

IF = 0.5 . In = 0.5 A

Setting one: Low-ohmic system

Setting two: Petersen-coil system

Angle fault impedance 0 .. 360° step 30°

UF = 0.5 . Un = 50V (line voltage)

=28.87V (phase voltage)

I> = 1.5 . In = 1.5 A (phase)

IE = 0.5 . In = 0.5 A

IF = 0.8 . In =0.8 A

Setting three: Low-ohmic system

Setting four: Petersen-coil system

Angle fault impedance 0 .. 360° step 30°

For these settings the accuracy of the following parameters are tested:

- Resetting ratio

- UP, IF, b, IE

In the next tables these remarks are summarized for one and three-phase fault. The
deviation of the current varies a little for each angle of the fault impedance. Therefore an
average and a maximum is given for the voltage and current.
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Setting number one:

This setting has already been tested in the regular test (paragraph 4.2.1) for one phase angle
of the fault impedance. In this case the voltages and currents are in terms of averages and
maxima so there may be some differences.

loble 4.1 One-phose foult Low-ohmic
One phase fault Area 1 Area2

Net type: Lew ehmie U= 0 .. 50V U= 50.5 .. 80.83

Resetting ratio 0.91 0.94

Deviation UF< (%) -3.8 -2.8

Deviation IE>, average (%) 11.7

Deviation IE>, maximum (%) 15.0

Deviation I>, average (%) 6.6

Deviation 1>, maximum (%) 7.0

The accuracy of the current does not comply with the requirements. During the test the
distance protection has it's voltage dependency at ±SO V (Ub). According to the setting
(UF=90V) the mistake of the distance protection is about a factor "3.

In case of a three-phase fault the distance protection measures between two phases, so UF<
=90V (line voltage). According to the regular the table gives the phase voltage of one
disturbed phase, so in this case Ub (voltage measured by OMICRON) is SOV. But to compare
the result with the requirement the voltage Ub should be multiplied with "3 and that gives
86.6 V.

loble 4.2 lhree-phose foult Low-ohmic
Three phase fault Area 1 Area2

Net type: Lew ehmie U= 0 .. 50V U= 51.0 .. 80.83

Resettlng ratio 0.94 0.94

Deviation UF< (%) -3.8 -1.8

Deviation IF>, average (%) 7.0

Deviation IF>, maximum (%) 7.0

Deviation I>, average (%) 6.2

Deviation I>, maximum (%) 6.4

Setting number two:

For a petersen-coil or a ungrounded system the starting unit measures always between two
phases. According to the setting the unit generates a General-start if the line voltage is
smaller then or equal to UF< (90V) and if the current is IE> (O.lA). During the tests the unit
has voltage dependency at Ub=4S V for one phase (see table 4.3).
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Table 4.3 One-phase fault. Petersen-coil

One phase fault Area 1 Area2

Net type: Compensated U= 0 .. 45V U= 45.5 .. 80.83

R~l?~tting ratio Q,!H Q.~4

Deviation UF< (%) -0.9 -0.4

Deviation IE>, average (%) 12.0

Deviatlon IE>, maximum (%) 15.0

Deviatlon I>, average (%) 6.7

Deviation 1>, maximum (%) 7.0

The phase voltage in the non-disturbed phases are 57.75 V so the line voltage will be 89.2 V.
In figure 4.4 this is illustrated. According to the requirements the voltage dependency is
correct.

45 V

disturbed ~hase~
89.2V

57.74 V 57.74 V

Figure 4.4 Vector diagram of the phase voltages at one-phase fault

When testing the three-phase fault the starting unit will measure also between two phases.
The software of üMICRüN gives the phase voltage of one disturbed phase, 50 in this case
Ub=SOV. To compare the voltage Ub with the requirement is should be multiplied by --;3.

Table 4.4 Three-phase fault. Petersen-coil
Three phase fault Area 1 Area2

Net type: Compensated U=0 .. 50V U= 51.0 .. 80.83

Resetting ratio, averegae 0.94 0.94

Deviation UF<, average (%) -3.8 -1.8

Deviation IE>, average(%) 7.0

Deviation IE>, maximum (%) 7.0

Deviation I>, average (%) 6.1

Deviation I>, maximum (%) 6.2

There are no differences between this test and the regular test.

Setting number three:

For one-phase fault the setting of UF< = SOV. During the test the distance protection has it's
voltage dependency at ±29 V (Db). According to the setting the mistake of the distance
protection is a factor --;3 again.
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Table 4.5 One-phase fault. Low-ohmic
One phase tault Area 1 Area2
Net type: Low ohmic U= 0 .. 29V U= 29.5 .. 80.83

Resetting ratio 0.94 0.94

Deviation UF< (0/0) -0.45 -2.2

Deviation IE>, average (0/0) 8.6

Devlation IE>, maximum (0/0) 9.2

Deviation I>, average (0/0) 5.2

Deviation I>, maximum (OIo) 6.7

In case of three-phase fault the starting unit measures between two phases, so UF< =50V
(line voltage). Also here the software of üMICRüN shows the voltage of one disturbed
phase, so Ub=28.5V and should be multiplied with -../3 to compare with the requirements.

Table 4.6 Three-phase fault. Low-ohmic
Three phase tault Area 1 Area2
Net type: Low ohmic U= 0 .. 28.5V U= 29.5 .. 80.83

Resetting ratio 0.94 0.94

Deviation UF< (0/0) -1.3 -2.2

Deviation IF>, average (%) 6.3

Devlation IF>, maximum (0/0) 6.6

Deviation I>, average (0/0) 5.8

Deviation I>, maximum (OIo) 5.9

Setting numberJour:
Table 4.7 One-phase fault, Petersen-coil
One phase tault Area

Net type: Compensated U= 0 .. 80.83V

Resetting ratio 0.94

Deviation UF< (0/0) -0.45

Deviatlon IE>, average (0/0)

Deviation IE>, maximum (0/0)

Deviation I>, average (0/0) 6.1

Deviation 1>, maximum (0/0) 6.7

For one-phase fault the voltage dependency is UF< =50V (line voltage) and in a petersen
coil or a ungrounded system the starting unit will measure between two phases. When the
line voltage is smaller then or equal to UF< and the current is IE> (0.5 A) or bigger the
starting unit will generate a start-signal. However during the test when the voltage of the
disturbed phase is zero the line voltage will be at least 57.77V (see figure 4.5). In this
situation no start-signal at IE> will be generated. At I> the starting unit generates a start
signal for all voltages.

u=ov (dislurbed phase)

57.74 V 57.74 v
Figure 4.5 Vector diagram of the phase voltages at one-phase fault.
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During a three-phase fault the starting unit measures between two phases. The software
gives the phase voltage of one disturbed phase, so in this case Ub=29V. To compare with the
requirement (UF<~50V) the voltage Uh should be multiplied by "3.

loble 4.8 lhree-phose foult, Petersen-coil

One phase fault Area 1 Area2
Net type: Compensated U= 0 .. 29V U= 29.5 .. 80.83

Resetting ratio, average 0.94 0.94

Deviation UF<, average (%) -0.45 -2.2

Deviation IF>, average(%) 6.4

Deviation IF>, maximum (%) 6.6

Deviation I>, average (%) 6.0

Deviation I>, maximum (%) 6.1

4.3 Test measuring unit

For testing this unit the program section 'Time grading schedule' of OMICRON is used. The
output of this section is the signal Tripping time as function of impedance for each zone and
the signal General-start. To test the distance protection the next test model is used:

Souree

1- - - - I. :,,,

Distance protection

Here is:
Is
Zsl:

Ks :
Zu:
Zm:

k:

Figure 4.6 One-phose test model

short-cut current and thus the test current (always 2A)
souree impedance; the source impedance is variabie, it will provide a
constant test current
a factor to provide low-ohmic or petersen-coil system
normal impedance of the fault impedance
mutual impedance:

ZJ -ZI
Zn=-

3
earth factor; k= 1.0 + j 0.0 Ohm or Ik 1=1.0; CPk=O°.

ZJ - ZI Zn
k = 3Z/ = ZI
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This model is drawn for a one-phase system. The test current or short-circuit current is fixed
by a constant value of 2A. Therefore the source impedance will fit its value for every change
of the fault impedance.

The software automatically increases the value of the impedance Zu from -1.0 to 22.0 Cl with
a step of 0.02 Cl and carries out the responding time of the distance protection after each step
and enters the impedance and time in a graph. To estimate the performance the graph is
compared with the requirements of the distance protection which are shown below. The
conc1usions of the performance will follow at the end of the paragraph.

The requirements of the measuring unit are:

Impedance : 2%

Tripping time: 3%

Example For zone 1

Maximum difference impedance is 0.02*5==0.1 Ohm so

absolute toleranee impedance is 4.9 .. 5.1 Ohm.

For the Tripping time the absolute tolerance is 58.2 .. 61.8 seconds.

During the regular test the time-impedance characteristic is tested for just one setting. A one,
two and three-phase fault are illustrated just one angle of the fault impedance , cp == 0°.

4.3.1 Regular test measuring unit

During each impedance step OMICRON measures the Tripping time. If the measuring unit
generates no Tripping time this will be remarked in the time-impedance characteristic. The
results will also be shown in a tabIe, but here only the deviations of the borders are given.
The directional backup zone can not be tested automatically, so this is tested manual at
random fault impedances.

The measuring unit undergoes the one-phase, phase to phase and the three-phase fault. For
measuring automatically this is also the limit of the üMICRON equipment. A review about
the differences between the requirements and the results is given at end of the paragraph.

• One-phase fault

When detecting a one-phase fault the unit measures, in case of low-ohmic net type, between
the disturbed phase and earth (see chapter two). In the next figure and table the results are
given.
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Figure 4.7 Time-Impedance characteristic one-phase fault in L1

Zone Impedance border (Ohm) Deviation (%) Tripping time (ms) Deviation General start (ms)
-- .. -

Z1 4.938 -1.25 71.58 11.58 ms 57.19

Z2 9.837 -1.63 508.78 1.76% 59.59

Z3 19.662 -1.56 1010 1.08 % 62.68

Dir Zone - - 1500 0.0% -

• Phase to phase fault

When detecting a double-phase fault the unit measures between two disturbed phases.
Results are shown in figure 4.8 and in the tabIe.

r
I

ts

72.98 mo t, f---------l

1.500 14 ~

1.00 0 t3

513.77 mo 12~

---:---r-
I - - - - - - requirement

-,..,.,-.,----,J I-r~ I --- maximum deviation

I I
Z, 2l! ~

4.988 n 9.938 n 19.838 D Z --+

Figure 4.8 Time-Impedance characteristic double-phase fault in L1 and L2

Zone Impedance border (Ohm) Deviation (%) Tripping time (ms) Deviation General start (ms

Z1 4.988 -0.25 72.98 12.98 ms 60.99

Z2 9.938 -0.63 513.77 2.75% 54.79

Z3 19.838 -0.81 1000 0.40% 56.79

Dir Zone - - 1500 0.0% -
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• Three-phase fault

When detecting a three-phase fault the unit measures between two disturbed phases. In the
next figure and table the results are given.

r
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68.38 ms 11
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I
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- - I

-
f-- ;----r I

I

I

I I- - - - -

- - - - - requirement

-- maximum devl

q ~ ~

4.9620 9.9130 19.8380 Z---+

Figure 4.9 Time-Impedance characteristic three-phase fault in L1. L2 and L3

Zone Impedance border (Ohm) Deviation (%) Tripping time (ms) Deviation General start (ms)

Z1 4.962 -0.75 66.08 6.08 ms 58.79

Z2 9.913 -0.87 510.78 2.16% 61.58

Z3 19.838 -0.81 1010 0.61 % 60.79

Dir Zone . . 1500 0.0% -

Ouring the tests of one, two and three-phase faults the deviation of the impedance and
Tripping time complies with the requirements, except in zone 1. In that case the deviation of
the Tripping time is 12.98 fiS at the most. Comparing with other zones it's not very high sa
for the complete test the deviation of the Tripping time in zone 1 will not be marked.

Ouring the complete test the results of the next faults are shown.

• One phase : U, L2, L3
• Phase to phase : U-L2, L2-L3, L3-L1
• Three phase : U-L2-L3

4.3.2 Results complete test

Now the measuring unit will undergo five tests. For the first three tests one setting of the
time-impedance characteristic will be changed. The tests are:

- Changing the earth factor
- Changing the impedance limit of zone 1
- Test tripping characteristic by investigating the direction unit
- Investigating the voltage memory

The test will be executed for one-phase fault, phase to phase fault and three-phase fault. The
unchanged settings are equal to the regular setting.
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• Angle fault impedance

Now all type of faults will be tested with several angles of the fault impedance <p.li the test
is 'ok' the time and impedance are measured inside the tolerances. If the test is not 'ok' the
maximum deviation of impedance will be reported.

Table 4.9 Test time-impedance characteristic
<p (a)

Fault 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330
L1 ok 48.00 % ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok
L2 ok -3.95 % ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok
L3 ok 48.00 % ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok
L1-L2 ok -3.16 % 48.00 ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok
L2-L3 ok -3.42 % 48.00 ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok
L3-L1 ok -3.93 % ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok
L1-L2-L3 ok -3.20 % ok Ok Ok Ok ok ok ok ok ok ok

When <p = 30° the fault impedance can not be measured properly. The maximum deviation
of the impedance is 48 %. At a fault angle of 60 ° there are measurement faults during phase
to phase faults.

• Earth factor k

The measuring unit will be tested for a one-phase fault with different earth factors. The
angle of the fault impedance has a range from 0° to 360°, step 30°. The value of the earth
factor is a complex nature so it has a modulus k and an angle <Pk. Only the results with <P= 0°,
30°, 60° and 90° are given. Far the other angles the fault impedance is measured correctly.
The results are reported in table 4.10.

Table 4.10 Test one-phase fault with several earth factors

<p(O) k
<plC (a) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

-30 0 OK -2.14 -2.14% 48.00% -50.00%

30 OK 48.00% 48.00% 48.06% 48.03%

60 OK 48.00% -2.73% 48.00% 48.50%

90 OK OK OK OK -50.00%

0 0 OK OK -2.11% OK ±50.00%

30 OK 48.00% 48.03% 48.25% 48.00%

60 OK OK -22.00% 48.06% 48.25%

90 OK OK OK OK -50.00%

30 0 OK -2.23 OK 48.06% -50.00%

30 OK 48.00% 48.00% 48.00% 48.00%

60 OK OK -2.83% 48.00% 48.03%

90 OK OK -2.23% OK -50.00%

When the test is 'OK' the measuring unit complies with tolerance of the impedance of 2%.
Otherwise the maximum deviation of the impedance is given. Only when k=O.s the fault
impedance is measured correctly. Otherwise the best results are obtained with <Pk=O°.
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• Limit zone 1

Now zone 21 is variabIe from 0.1 to 5 Ohm. When testing the unit with a setting 21=0.1 Q
the conclusions are:

One-phase fa uIt Ll

Zone Impedance border (Ohm) Deviation Tripping time (ms) Deviation

Z1 1.191 1.0910 78.08 18.08 ms

Z2 9.837 -1.63% 513.97 2.79%

Z3 19.662 -1.69 % 1020 1.51%

Dir Zone - - 1500 0.0%

When the fault impedance is smaller than 1.191 Q the Tripping time is 2.0 s. This is the
responding time in the non-directional zone 5. When the fault impedanee is bigger than
1.191 Q the unit responds correct. The deviation of 1.091 is caused by the setting 21=0.1 Q.

Double-phase fa uIt Ll-L2

Zone Impedance border (Ohm) Deviation Tripping time (ms) Deviation

Z1 0.112 0.0120 7 70.48

Z2 9.938 -0.63 % 512.18 2.44 %

Z3 19.838 -0.81% 1010 0.74%

Dir Zone - - 1500 0.0%

With the setting 2 1=0.1 the deviation of the impedance and the Tripping time are acceptable.

Three-phase fa uIt Ll-L2-L3

Zone Impedance border (Ohm) Deviation Tripping time (ms) Deviation

Z1 2.942 2.8420 72.98 12.98 ms

Z2 9.913 -0.87 % 511.18 2.24%

Z3 19.838 -0.81 % 1010 1.04%

Dir Zone - - 1500 0.0%

Compared with the one-phase fault the only difference is the deviation in zone 1. In this case
the minimum limit for zone 1 is 2.942 Q.
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• Direction unit

For this test the borders of the zones in the second(test A) and fourth quadrant (test B) are
examined. The next picture shows this.

R

polygon

Figure 4.10 Testing border tripping characteristic

Test A is executed from ö2= 116° to 121°, step 0.2°. Test Bis executed from ö1= -22° to -27°,
step 0.2°. The next table reports the border and the deviation of the two quadrants.

Table 4.11 Results testing border
Angle border (") 119.6 -23.4

Deviation (%) +2.22 -13.33

Deviation, absolute (") +2.6 -3.6

• Voltage memory

To test the sensitivity of measuring the direction (voltage memory) the voltage at the
protection location (in forward and in backward direction) must be very small (=OV). The
fault inception must appear after 100 ms of nominaI voltage and current. When the test is
'OK' the measuring unit reacts in the correct direction and complies with the requirements.
The table shows the results.

Table 4.12 Test voltage memory

Voltage memory

Direction Forward Backward
One-phase fault OK OK
Phase to phase faul OK OK
Three-phase fault OK OK

The voltage at the protection location is 0.01 V. The modulus of the fault impedance is 0.002
n. The direction of the short-circuit is in forward direction 45° and in backward direction 
135°.
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4.4 Test results under steady state condition

Starting unit

• Only in case of detecting the overvoltage it complies with the requirements. To
detect the overcurrent the maximum deviation in percentage terms is 15%, the
absolute value is 0.015 A.

• The definition of UF< is confusing. When measuring between two phases the test
corresponds with the setting, but in case of measuring between phase and earth the
value UF< is a factor --/3 smaller.

Measuring unit

• According to the regular test of the measuring unit the signal General-start starts at
circa 60 ms after fault inception and with that it complies with the requirement. In
zone 1 the tripping time (= 70 ms) does not comply with the requirement, but
comparing with the other zones the value of the absolute deviation is almost the
same.

• During the test of the time-impedance characteristic the measuring unit does not
comply with the requirements in the next cases:
- <p=30 0, all faults
- <p=60° , fault L1-L2 and L2-L3

• Also during tests at several earth factors there are difficulties to determine the
impedance. When the k-factor is 1.5,2.0 and 2.5. and the fault angle between 0° and
90° the maximum deviation of the impedance is 50%.

• The minimum border for zone 1 is:
- One-phase fault: Zl=1.191 0
- Double-phase fault : Z1=0.112 0
- Three-phase fault : Zl=2.942 0
In case of a double-phase fault the test is almost equal to the setting of Zl=O.l O. The
deviations of the Tripping times complies with the requirements.

• The border of the zone in second quadrant is almost equal to the settings, the
deviation is 2.6°. The deviation in fourth quadrant is higher, namely -3.6°.

• The direction of the fault location can also be deterrnined at the place nearby the
distance protection.
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5 Test of distance protection under transient
condition

The fundamentals of distance-to-fault measurement are completely involved with the
current and voltage signals available at the protection location. Since the measuring unit
receives its signals from the secundaries of current and voltage transformers, these latter
items have an important influence on the dynamic performance of a distance protection.

In this chapter the algorithm of the distance protection to calculate the impedance will be
examined. In paragraph 2.2.3 it is shown that the fundamental frequency components of
both voltages and currents are obtained by using the algorithm Discrete Fourier Transform
(DIT). The ratios of appropriate voltages and currents then provide the impedance to the
fault. The performance of this al~orithm is dependent on obtaining accurate estimates of the
fundamental frequency components of a signal from a few samples.

50 in some short-circuit situations with non-fundamental frequencies (transients) it can
happen that the distance protection is not in position to select the faulted circuit or isolate
the faulted circuit correctly. Therefore several {ault situations are simulated by the
calculation program EMTP. The output of this program, which contains data of the voltages
and currents at the protection location, is translated in a data format data which can be used
in üMIRON. To translate the output of EMTP to üMICRüN the software program
'translator' has been developed. The connection between EMTP and OMICRüN is drawn in
figure 5.1.

Data voltage and current

at protection location

forOMICRON

j
y

d_>/

'" ~;g"a.voltage aM
\:~~~ntfor simulating

;$i the fault situation

:V
-~;...y

Figure 5.1 Connection between EMTP end OMICRON

······Fault s1tuation

Data voltage and current

at protection locatio

from EMTP

After the translation the voltages and currents of fault situations calculated by EMTP can be
sent to the distance protection.
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To test the distance protection the next fault situations with transients will be tested:

• Fault current with DC-component
• Saturation of current transformer
• Electrical arc at fault location
• Change of current direction
• Cross-country fault

For each fault situations two signaIs of the distance protection, the General-start and the
tripping time, will be recorded by üMICRüN. To test the distance protection the next
limitations are applied:

• According to the test of distance protection under steady state condition (chapter 4)
the behaviour of the distance protection is for each type of system fault almost the
same. Therefore the fault situations (except the cross-country fault) are tested for
just a one-phase fau1t, a two-phase fault and a three phase fault.

• To test the distance protection only a fault in zone 1 will be considered.
• For each fault situation the test results shows the signals of the General start and the

Tripping time.

According to the resu1ts of testing the measuring unit (paragraph 4.3.3) in zone 1 the
General-start signal has been generated at a maximum of 63 rns after fault inception and the
Tripping time signal at 75 ms after fault inception. For the five fault situations the
requirements for locating the fau1t in zone 1 will be less critical:

• General-start: smaller or equal to 65 rns
• Tripping time: smaller or equal to 90 rns

The settings of the distance protection are for all tests the same and have already been used
in the complete tests of the starting unit and the measuring unit in chapter 4. These setting
will be repeated below.

• Un = 100 V (line voltage)
In= 1 A

• UP = 0.9 . Un = 90V (line voltage)
= 51.96V (phase voltage)

I> = 1 . In = 1 A (phase)
IE=O.l·In=O.lA
IF = 0.5 . In =0.5 A

• Earthing system or net type : Low-ohrnic
In case of a cross-country fault the system is earthed by a Petersen coil

• Phase selection : norrnal acycle L3-L1-L2
• Zone characteristic

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Dir. backup Non dir. backup

Parameter

set 1

R (Ohm) 5 10 20

X (Ohm) 5 10 20
0\ (0) -27 ·27 -27 -45

02 (0) 117 117 117 135

trip time (ms) 60 500 1000 1500 2000
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.Non dir.bac.!!ul1

polygon

R

trip time 5

Dir. backup

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

• Test circuit:

,,
, '____ I

Distance protection

Here is:
Is
Z51
ks
Zu
Zm

k:

short-eut current and thus the test rurrent (always 2A)
source impedance; Z51= 0.58 + j 19.8 Ohm or IZs11 =19.8; CPs=88°.
a factor to provide the earthing system
line impedance; Zu= 0.88 + j 5 Ohm or IZul =5.08; CPL=80°.
mutual impedance:

ZJ - Z/z,,=--
3

earth factor; k= 1.0 + j 0.0 Ohm or Ik I=1.0; CPk=O°.

ZJ-Z/ z"
k = 3Z/ = Z/

In the following paragraphs the tests of the five fault situations wil! be tested for three type
of system faults. Each paragraph contains the method of testing, a detailed discussion of a
one-phase fault and the results of all type of system faults. Details about the first three fault
situations are given in chapter 3.
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5.1 Fault current with De-component

The OC-component of a short-circuit current is completely unrelated to the distance from
protection location to the fault location, however it depends upon the instant in the voltage
cycle at which the short-circuit occurs. If the short circuit occurs when the voltage is nearby
the zero-passage the OC-component is a maximum and the fault current signal is initially a
fuUy offset eosine wave. If the short circuit occurs at the top of the voltage the OC
component is zero and the fault current signal is a pure sine wave. The DC transient
component can be an important souree of error, which tends to change the impedance seen
by the distance protection.

5.1 .1 Method

The decay and the amplitude of the OC-eomponent is dependent on the L/R time constant
of the line model. A higher value of the time constant causes a faster decay and a higher
amplitude of the OC-component. Therefore the distance protection will be tested for a time
constant with 'tk=10 ms and 'tk=50 ms.

5.1 .1 Discussion testing of one-phase fault

In this paragraph the test will be illustrated for one system fault, namely the one-phase fault
and the L/R time constant of the line 'tk=lO ms. The signals of the voltages and currents at
the protection location are shown in figure 5.2. The signals General-start and Tripping time
are shown at the bottom.

-u
- - I

Tripping time
General start f--------------------c=====f

L1

L2

L3

o 60

t (ms)
120

,
lBO

Figure 5.2 Voltages and currents ot protection location tor one phase tault
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The effective value of the sustained single-phase short-circuit current is in case of a low
ohmic earthed system with ks=k=l:

I = UN (phase )
.< (1 + ks)Zs, + (1 + k)Zu

100/.JJ
= 2(19.8 + 5.08) =1.16 A (5.1)

The one-phase fault in phase L1 occurs at 100 ms. At 61.6 milliseconds after fault inception
the starting unit detects the fault and starts the distance protection. When the distance
protection has located the fault it generates a tripping signal at 76.1 milliseconds after fault
inception.

In the next table the maximum responding time of the signals General-start and the Tripping
time are given for four type of faults. The test is executed for a sustained short-circuit current
and a short-circuit current with DC-component. Practical values of the L/R time constant of
the line are between 10 and 50 ms, and therefore the tests are executed for a time constant of
10 ros and 50 ms.

Tabla 5.1 Raspond distance protection tor tault current with De-component.

DC-component General start (ms) Tripping time (ms)

System fault

One phase no 61.6 84.S

10 ms 56.6 76.1

SOms 61.5 71.1

Phase to phase no 58.9 78.1

10 ms 58.9 68.3

50ms 57.6 77.0

Double phase to earth no 59.3 88.4

10 ms 55.5 74.9

SOms 60.8 70.3

Three phase no 61.6 84.6

10 ms 59.5 68.9

50ms 59.4 69.0

Comparing with the one-phase fault without OC-component the differences in the
responding time are negligible.

5.2 Saturation of current transformer

An other area of concern is the saturation of a current transformer (CT) during an system
fault. A saturated current, which can be caused by a fault current with OC-eomponent,
produces no secondary current while the CT core is in saturation. Typical waveforrns of
primary current and secondary current are given in paragraph 3.2 and it should be dear that
this has it's effect for detecting the fault location.
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5.2.1 Method

To test the distance protection with the effect of saturation the next specifications of the CT
are used to set up the behaviour of saturation.

Nominal power: 20 VA
Nominal current: 1 A
Current ratio: 1000/1
Inaccuracy of the nominal current : 5%
Overcurrent-factor : 1
Burden : 20.2 Q

This specific behaviour of saturation will be used to for all type of faults. To test the distance
protection the next steps will be proceeded:

1 By a established behaviour of CT saturation the test will be performed for a fault
impedance at the border of zone 1 ( IZu I =5.08 Ohm)

2 If the signals General-start and the Tripping time do not confirm with the
requirements it locates the fault outside zone 1. Therefore the test must be executed
with a smaller value of the voltage at protection location which pretends to expand
zone 1. Otherwise if the distance protection locates the fault correctly zone 1 will be
reduced to find the limit of zone 1.

3 With the new value of the voltage the impedance limit of zone 1 can be determined.

The value of the voltage at protection location can be changed in the software of OMICRON.
Namely it is possible to add a multiplying factor in the data file of OMICRON derived from
the program 'Translator'. Expanding zone 1 can be accomplished by reducing the voltage.
That results in a smaller fault impedance and it seems that the area of zone 1 is increased in
size. The change of the voltage is inversely proportional with the impedance of zone 1.

5.2.2 Discussion testing of one-phase fault

In this paragraph a one-phase fault in phase L1 with saturation of the current transformer
will be discussed. The cause of saturation is mostly the DC-component in the fault current at
the primary side of the CT as discussed in paragraph 5.1. The high peak of the current
generates a high value of the flux in the core. This results in a high magnetizing current
which causes subsequently differences between the prirnary current and secondary current
of the CT. The secondary current and the voltage at the fault place are given in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3 Voltages ond currents ot protection location for one phase fault

To recognize the fault at the border of zone 1 the value of the voltage must be multiplied by
0.6 which reduces the fault irnpedance with the same proportion. This results in generating
the signal General-start at 61.6 ms and the Tripping time at 71.0 ms after fault inception. So
basically to locate the fault in zone 1 the distance protection underreaches from an
impedance of 3.05 n (0.6 . 5.08). In the next table for each type of system fault the
multiplying factor for the voltage and both signals General-start and Tripping time are
shown.

Table 5.2 Respond distance protection during saturation of CT.

DC-component U-factor IZI underreach (Ohm) General start (ms) Tripping time (ms)

5ystem fault
One phase na 1.0 5.08 58.3 77.6

10 0.6 3.05 61.6 71.0

Phase to phase na 0_8 4.06 69.4 78.8

10 0.9 4.57 64.4 64.6

Double phase to earth no 1.0 5.08 58.6 78.1

10 0.6 3.05 56.9 76.4

Three phase no 0.5 2.54 61.8 81.4

10 0.5 2.54 61.3 80.4

The test is executed for a sustained short-eircuit current and a short-circuit current with DC
component. The test in paragraph 5.1 shows the same behaviour of the distance protection
for both time constants, 10 and 50 ms. Therefore only the time constant with 't=10 rns is
executed to test the saturation of the CT. As expected the distance protection underreaches
as the current transformer is in saturation.
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5.3 Electrical arc at fault location

The third transient is the electrical arc at the fault location. It causes a higher voltage at the
location of the distance protection and generates also an extra re-ignition peak at the time
that the current is nearby the zero-line. The extra voltage at the protection location has a big
influence on determining the fault location. It tends to expand the impedance seen by the
distance protection.

5.3.1 Method

To test the influence of the electrical arc on the performance of the distance protection an arc
model as shown in figure 5.4 will be added to the fault location. In this example the arc
voltage has a re-ignition peak at 16 V after passing the zero-line of the current. At peak value
of the current the arc voltage will be reduced to 12.3 V.

re-ignition peak at 16 V Amplitude arc voltage: 12.3 V

/ /
"10

_-----.Y-------_
o

_5

-"10

-"15

-20,\vA\~---------------
"165 "170 "175 "1S0

---Electric arc at fault location
- - - - - - - - Arc current

Figure 5.4 Test model eleetrieal are with re-ignition peak at 16 V

By increasing the arc voltage, starting at 0 V, the limit of locating the fault properly will be
determined. During the test the value between the re-ignition peak and the amplitude will
remain its proportion.

5.3.2 Discussion testing of one-phase fault

In this paragraph a one-phase fault with electrical arc occurs in phase Lt. In figure 5.5 the
voltages and currents at the protection location are given. The higher voltage in phase L1 is
caused by the electrical arc with a re-ignition peak of 16 V.
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Figure 5.5 Voltages and currents at protection location tor one phase tault

The height of the arc voltage in this figure presents the limit to locate the fault properly. The
distance protection generates a General-start at 56.5 ms and the Tripping time at 76.1 ms
after fault inception. In the next table the limits are determined for several system faults with
a time constants of the line impedance of 10 ms. The limit of the electric arc is given by the
peak value of the voltage at re-ignition of the arc.

Table 5.3 Raspond distance protection during electric arc

OC-component U at re-ignition (V) General start (ms) Tripping time (ms)

System fault

One phase no 14.0 57.8 87.2

10ms 16.0 56.5 76.1

Phase ta phase no 22.0 64.3 83.7

10ms 23.0 55.1 74.6

Double phase to earth no 1.0 64.3 83.7

10ms 9.0 55.1 76.4

Three phase no 26.0 56.4 85.9
--

10ms 28.0 55.1 76.4

There are two remarkable occurrences:
• A fault current with OC-component results in locating the fault location properly at

higher values of the electrical arc.
• In case of a double-phase fault to earth to locate the fault correct the limit of the

voltage at re-ignition is very low, namely 1 volt.
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5.4 Change of current direction

In this paragraph a transient of the short-circuit current occurs by changing its direction 180
degrees. When the fault is located in the back-up zone due to the transient the distance
protection may recognize the fault in the protection zone resulting in a tripping signal to the
circuit-breaker. However the correct behaviour of the distance protection is to generate only
a General-start for detecting the occurrence of the fault outside the protection zone (back-up
zone).

5.4.1 Method

To test the influence of 1800 phase displacement the next situation is simulated in EMTP.

Currenl measured by

Z
dislance ~~oleclio~ _ __- :

9110 Z -----. l/IOZ+---

I 9110 Z l/lOZ
Circuit A

91l0Z 1I10Z îAl 200 ms circuil-
Source breaker opens Z, Source

Faull inceplion al 100 ms

Circuit B
Z

t---------------1c::=Jt--------+-----t--i

Z

, ,
'_- ••• 1

Proleclion localion

• - - - - - - Currenl after circuil-breaker opens

-----. Currenl during one·phase fault

Figure 5.6 Net situation for change the direction of the current

In this situation a one-phase fault occurs in circuit A at 100 ms. The current during the one
phase fault flows in the same direction as the arrow of the current IpL and indicates the
backward direction of the distance protection placed in circuit B. When the circuit-breaker
opens (at t=200 ms) the direction of the current in circuit B will be changed.

5.4.2 Discussion testing of one-phase fault

In this paragraph a one-phase fault as situated in figure 5.7 will be discussed in detail. In this
situation the fault location is not in the protection zone of the distance protection in circuit B.
50 basically when the fault is in the back-up zone the test analyses the sensitivity of the
distance protection by changing the direction of the short-circuit current.
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In short the test proceeds as follows:
• From t=O fiS to 100 ms there is no occurrence of a fault.
• At t==100 ms the first fault inception in phase L1(circuit A) occurs. The distance

protection should only generate a General-start, because the fault is located in the
backward direction (back-up zone).

• At t=200 ms the circuit-break opens and the direction of the currents changes 1800

and the distance protection should recognize the fault in the forward direction (also
back-up zone).

To test the behaviour of the distance protection in forward and backward direction more
explicit the zone characteristic is set as follows:

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Dir. backup Non dir. backup
Parameter

set 1

R (Ohm) 10 15 20
X (Ohm) 10 15 20
51 (0) -27 -27 -27 ·45
52 (0) 117 117 117 135
trip time (ms) 100 500 1000 400 2000

The zone 1, zone 2 and zone 3 are set in forward direction and the dir. backup zone is set in
backward direction.

In the next figure the situation with direction change of the current is illustrated by the
voltages and the currents at the location of the distance protection.

-u
- - I

Tripping time
General start r-----------c=========================j

L1

L2

L3

o 100 200 300

t (ms)
Figure 5.7 Voltages and currents at protection location tor one phase tault
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After the direction change of the current the distance protection should generate a tripping
signal after 500 ms. In figure 5.7 the fault occurs ti11300 ms, so the distance protection should
only generate a General-start. Otherwise it may recognize the fault location in zone 1 and
generates a tripping signal after 100 ms.

It is clear that the distance protection responds correctly, because it generates only a
General-start at 63.9 ms after fault inception in circuit A and it locates no fault in the
protection zone. Basically the distance protection detects only a fault outside the protection
zone and does not respond during the direction change of the fault current caused by
isolating the faulted circuit in the backup zone. In the next table the results for other system
faults are reported.

lable 5.4 Respond distance protection with direction change of the current.

Time constant (ms) General start (ms) Tripping time (ms)
System fault

One phase 10 39.5 none
Phase to phase 10 43.2 none
Double phase to earth 10 34.5 none
Three phase 10 67.8 none

For all system faults the distance protection responds correctly.

5.5 Cross-country fault

In a Petersen coil system in case of a one-phase fault the voltages in the non-disturbed
phases can be raised by a factor "3. In spite of the system design for these high voltages the
one-phase fault can cause a second one-phase fault in an other line section. When two
phases of an overhead line flash-over simultaneously at the same location or within the same
section of line, it is known as a double-phase to earth fault. When two phases flash-over
simultaneously in different line sections, it is known as a simultaneous earth or cross
country fault. This situation is drawn in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Cross-country fault

Burden

In this figure the distance protection is installed in circuit A and Band for each protection
system the behaviour during the cross-country fault is examined. The setting of the phase
selection unit of the protection system is L3-LI-L2 and provides the sequence of determining
the distance of the fault in the corresponding phase. In our case a one-phase fault occurs in
L1 and L2 so the distance protection will determine the fault location in phase Ll.

The test proceeds as follows:
• From t=O ms to 100 ms there is no occurrence of a system fault.
• At t=100 ms the first fault inception in phase Ll (circuit A) occurs. In our case the

system has a petersen coi! earthing system 50 the distance protection in A and B
should not respond, because the system remains it's symmetry.

• At t=200 ms the second fault in phase L2 in circuit B begins. The system is not
symmetrical anymore and the distance protection should recognize the double
phase fault to earth. The phase selection unit of the distance protection selects phase
Ll to determine the fault location.

• At t=300 ms the system keeps a one-phase fault and the system is symmetrical
again.

In the next figure the voltages and the currents at protection location A are illustrated.
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Figure 5.9 Voltages ond currents at protection location A

during a cross-country fault with petersen-coil

In this situation both distance protections responds correct. During a double-phase fault to
earth the distanee protection in circuit A locates the fauIt in phase L1 in its own protection
zone and generates a tripping signal to isoIate the faulted phase as quick as possible. The
protection system in circuit B recognizes the fault in the back-up protection zone and will
generate a tripping signal with delay if the distance protection in circuit A fails to trip. In
table 5.5 a small review of the behaviour of the two distance protections are given.

Table 5.5 Respond distance protection during a cross-country fault

Start signal lsolating phase by
selecting sequence L3-L1-L2

Event circuit A circuit B

no system tault . . .
one-phase taul! in A - none none

one-phase tault in B Start-L1/Start-L2/Start-E l1 none

one-phase fault in A Start-L1 none none

If the starting unit generates three start signaIs, namely start-LI, start-L2 and Start-E, the
distance protection recognizes two one-phase faults to earth in phase LI and L2 and the
phase selection will select phase LI to determine the distance of the fault. Only the distance
protection in circuit A recognizes the fault in the protection zone and isolates phase L1 as
quick as possible.
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5.6 Test results under transient condition

• The behaviour of the distance protection is the same for a fault current with or
without DC-component.

• Saturation of the CT tends to locate the fault further on. In case of a three-phase
fault the deviation of measuring the fault location is 100%.

• Also the electrical arc at the fault place tends to locate the fault further on.
Comparing with a sinusoidal short-eircuit current a current with DC-component
results in determining the fault location properly at higher values of the electrical
arc. In case of a double-phase fault to earth to locate the fault properly the
maximum peak value of the electrical arc must be very low, namely 1 V.

• For a fault outside the protection zone the distance protection did not respond to the
change of the direction of the fauit current, 80 it perfûïmed correctly.

• In case of a cross-country fault the distance protection determines the fault location
properly in accordance with the setting of the phase selection.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations
To test the hardware of the distance protection the statie behaviour is examined by the test
appliance üMICRüN. For testing the dynamic behaviour also the simulation program
Electro Magnetic Transient Program (EMTP) is used. With this program transient voltages
and eurrents for different fault situations like the electrical arc can be calculated.

During the developrnent of the distance protection the statie and the dynamic behaviour of
the protection system is tested by employing the steady state test and the transient test. It
can be conc1uded that:

• in the starting unit there is equivocality in the setting voltage dependency
• for several earth factors and settings of the zones the deviation of determining the

impedance does not comply with the requirements of 2%.
• transients caused by saturation of the current transformer and the electrical arc

tends the distanee protection to determine the fault location further on.

The development of the distance protection is still in process and therefore the next points
are recomrnendable:

• Use equivalency in the setting of voltage dependency.
• Execute the entire test must for the latest hardware of the distance protection. An

important point of attention is comparing deviations above with the test results of
the latest hardware.

• Extend the test by examining auto rec10sing of the distance protection.
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Appendix A

Methad of symmetrical components

Under normal circumstances a three-phase circuit is symmetrical. Asymmetrical three
phase system implies asymmetrical structure as regards to the components and burden, the
values of the voltages respectively currents are equal and the phase displacement between
the phases are 120°. To have sufficient information about the system for calculating short
circuit situations the symrnetrical three-phase system can be replaced by a one-phase
network.

At unsymmetrical conditions in asymmetrical system, for instanee a one-phase fault to
earth, the system can not be replaced by a one-phase network. In this case faults occurs
considerable differences in currents and voltages of the single phases. But by executing a
certain transformation it is possible to calculate the required information at unsymmetrieal
conditions. This transformation is called the method of symmetrical components. After
transformation three symmetrie three-phase schemes follows which are shown in figure A.l

T S

~(j) ~co ~CO
, , , R S T

120° "
,
, 120° 120° "

,
120°,

\\\~O
I ,, ,

, 1!I , 1!2/ /

S ---_ ... R T R

Nonna! scheme Inverse scheme Zeroscheme

Figure A.l Three-phase schemes

UI is the normal scheme, the phase sequence of the voltages UR,!Is en UT is normal,
namely to the right.

U2 is the inverse scheme, the phase sequence of the voltages UR, Us en UT is inverse,
namely to the left.

Uois the zero scheme, there is no phase displacement.

When asymmetrical three-phase voltage ~b is impressed to a circuit the system can be
replaced by three one-phase networks by using the three-phase schemes. The three one
phase networks are illustrated in figure A.2.
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normal network -

inverse netwerk

zero network

7._ •
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~~o

Figure A.2 Component network
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~o

The normal network illl en h) represents the usual one-phase contemplation for a
symmetrical three-phase system, the so-called operating condition. The inverse and zero
network have no voltage source. A current can only run if the networks are connected with
the zero network which is specified by the type of systcm fault. So the component quantities
of the inverse and the zero network are only necessary if the phase voltages and currents are
unsyrnrnetrical.
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Appendix B

Toble phose selection

Table B.1 Setting phase selecfion : Normal acycle (L3 betore L1 betore L2)

START_R START_S START_T START_E Impedance measurement
HIGH LOW LOW LOW Z(R-S) or Z(R-E) if starpoint earthed

LOW HIGH LOW LOW Z(S-T) or Z(S-E) if starpoint earthed

LOW LOW HIGH LOW Z(T-R) or Z(T-E) if starpoint earthed

HIGH LOW LOW HIGH Z(R-E)

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH Z(S-E)

LOW LOW HIGH HIGH Z(T-E)

HIGH HIGH LOW LOW Z(R-S)

LOW HIGH HIGH LOW Z(S-T)

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW Z(T-R)

HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH Z(R-E)

LOW HIGH HIGH HIGH Z(T-E)

HIGH LOW HIGH HIGH Z(T-E)

HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW Z(R-S) or Z(S-T) or Z(T-R)

HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH Z(R-E) or Z(S-E) or Z(T-E)

Table B.2 Setting phase selecfien: Nermal acycle (L1 betore L3 betere L2 betere Ll)

START_R START_S START_T START_E Impedance measurement
HIGH LOW LOW LOW Z(R-S) or Z(R-E) if starpoint earthed

LOW HIGH LOW LOW Z(S-T) or Z(S-E) if starpoint earthed

LOW LOW HIGH LOW Z(T-R) or Z(T-E) if starpoint earthed

HIGH LOW LOW HIGH Z(R-E)

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH Z(S-E)

LOW LOW HIGH HIGH Z(T-E)

HIGH HIGH LOW LOW Z(R-S)

LOW HIGH HIGH LOW Z(S-T)

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW Z(T-R)

HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH Z(R-E)

LOW HIGH HIGH HIGH Z(S-E)

HIGH LOW HIGH HIGH Z(T-E)

HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW Z(R-S) or Z(S-T) or Z(T-R)

HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH Z(R-E) or Z(S-E) or Z(T-E)
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Table 8.3 Setting phase selection : Inverse acycle (L 1 betore L3 betore L2)

START_R START_S START_T
-
START_E Impedance measurement

HIGH LOW LOW LOW Z(R-T} or Z(R-El if starpoint earthed

LOW HIGH LOW LOW Z(S-R} or Z(S-E} if starpoint earthed

LOW LOW HIGH LOW Z(ToS} or Z(T·E} if starpoint earthed

HIGH LOW LOW HIGH Z(R·E}

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH Z(S-E}

LOW LOW HIGH HIGH Z(T-E}

HIGH HIGH LOW LOW Z(R-S}

LOW HIGH HIGH LOW Z(S-T)

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW Z(T-R)

HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH Z(R-E)

LOW HIGH HIGH HIGH Z(T-E}

HIGH LOW HIGH HIGH Z(R-E)

HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW Z(R-S) or Z(S-T} or Z(T-R)

HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH Z(R-E) or Z(S-E} or Z(T-E}

Table 8.4 Setting phase selection : Inverse acycle (L1 betore L3 betere L2 betore Ll)

START_R START_S STARLT STARLE Impedance measurement

HIGH LOW LOW LOW Z(R-T} or Z(R-E} if starpoint earthed

LOW HIGH LOW LOW Z(S-R} or Z(S-El if starpoint earthed

LOW LOW HIGH LOW Z(T-S} or Z(T-E) it starpoint earthed

HIGH LOW LOW HIGH Z(R-E}

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH Z(S-E)

LOW LOW HIGH HIGH Z(T-E)

HIGH HIGH LOW LOW Z(R-S)

LOW HIGH HIGH LOW Z(S-T)

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW Z(T-R)

HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH Z(S-E)

LOW HIGH HIGH HIGH Z(T-E)

HIGH LOW HIGH HIGH Z(R-E)

HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW Z(R-S) or Z(S-T) or Z(T-R)

HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH Z(R-E) or Z(S-E) or Z(T-E)
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Appendix C

Test equipment OMICRON

The üMICRüN CMC 56 test system provides a flexible hardware platform for a wide range
of modular software application programs for the testing of power system protection and
measurement devices.

The compact housing contains three voltage and three current amplifiers, a measuring
section with ten binary inputs for monitoring relay contact sequences, two analog inputs for
the measurement of transducer signals, two relay output contacts and the complete control
circuitry.

All control tasks and data acquisition, processing and recording of test results are performed
by the operating software on a personal computer. The connection principle is drawn in
figure Cl.
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Test ,1
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... ' ....""'-_ ••h.~ •••• - -.
nals feedb

-,

Generator 1 Measuring j

Section
I

SectionI
________ L ________

CMC56
~

,ili _ ,~_ , __ ,_

ack slgnals

Figure C.l Connection principle OMICRON wlth the personal computer.

The following provides the program sections of üMICRüN which have been used for
testing the distance protection.

Testing by manually setting the voltage and current values.

This vector diagram program section allows the testing of the distance protection in the
conventional manner by manually setting the voltages, currents and respective phase angles
of the fault irnpedance. The setting can either be specified numerically or directly varied
with the rnouse in the vector diagram. The adjusted values can either be injected as steady
state or as a 'shot' (a dynamic test which includes a DC offset simulation). For a shot, all
contact state changes at all binary inputs are timed and logged.
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Automatic testing in the impedance diagram

The zone characteristics can be determined by using the automatic function in the
impedance diagram: Based on the method of testing along a straight line in the impedance
diagram, the software automatically follows through a sequence of individual test lines.
These test lines can be rotated around a user specified point in the impedance diagram or
can be shifted parallel to each other at a specified angle.

Manual testing in the impedance diagram

This program section allows the testing of impedance characteristics of the distance
protection in the R-X impedance diagram. The desired fault impedance is selected either
numerieally or by a mouse click in the impedance diagram.

The software calculates the corresponding voltages and currents using a network fault
model. These voltages and currents can then be injected as a 'shot' or can be viewed by
changing over into the vector diagram program section.

Testing in the time-grading diagram (Zit diagram)

This program section is used for the manual andfor automatic testing of timing
coordinations of the distance protection in the time-impedance diagram along one user
defined test line. The automatic test determines the reaches and tripping times of the
individual zone. If the impedance zones of the test object are specified the results are
evaluated according to the specified tolerances.

Automatic recording of starter characteristics

This program section allows testing of the starter characteristic of for instanee the distance
protection. According to the user specified parameters the software automatically sweeps
the current(s) at different voltage values and determines the point at which the piek-up and
the drop-out of the protection occurs (the so-ealled resetting ratio).
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Specifications OMICRON

Voltage generators/amplifiers:
Setting range either

three phase
or in series
orde

Power either
three phase
or single phase
or de

Resolution
Aeeuraey
Distortion (THD+N)

Current generators/amplifiers:
Setting range either

three phase
or in parallel
or de

Power either
three phase
or single phase
orde

Resolution
Aeeuraey
Distortion (THD+N)

Generators, general:
Frequeney range

Continuous sine
Transient signals

Frequeney resolution
Frequeney aeeuraey1drift
Phase angle range
Phase resolution
Phase aeeuraey

Binary inputs:
Number
Time resolution

3·0 .. 125 Vrms (Phase-N)
1 . 0 .. 250 Vrms

1· 0 .. ± 125 V

3· 30 VA
1· 90 VA
1·42W
6mV
0.025%
0.015% (at 50/60 Hz with 20 kHz bandwidth)

3 . 0 .. 12.5 Arms (Phase-N)
1 . 0 .. 15 Arros
1·0 .. ± 12.5 A

3*40VA
1 *SOVA
1 *55 W
500 J.LA
0.01%
0.025% (at 50/60 Hz with 20 kHz bandwidth)

10 .. 1000 Hz
de .. 3.1 kHz
51lHz
0.5/1 ppm
-360 .. + 360 0

0.001°
0.02%

10 inputs
100 Ils

Appendix C: Test equipment OMICRON
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